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1.   Read the text  and answer the questions 1-2.

     Teacher: Alright, kids. We are going to play a game. I am going to ask you a question about weathers and you 
      will answer it with an emoticon. Emily, let’s start with you. How do you feel on stormy days? 

Emily: I hate stormy weathers because I am afraid of thunder and lightning.  

Teacher: Well, you are a big girl. Don’t be scared. Albert, it is your turn. How do you feel on sunny days?

Albert: I feel cheerful and happy on sunny days. I love sun and playing at the park.  

Teacher: That’s great. How do you feel on snowy weathers Sophia?

Sophia: I love snowy days and I feel amazing on these days becasue I make snowman and play snowball with 
my friends. I laugh all the time when it snows.  

Teacher: I love playing snowball, too. Okey, Jacop. How are your feelings on cloudy and rainy days?

Jacop: I don’t like these days because I feel moody and sad. I love sunny weathers in spring.  

  According to the conversation above, which students’ emoticons should be CHANGED?
A) Sophia and Albert

B) Emily and Jacop

C) Albert and Jacop

D) Jacop and Sophia.

2.    Which of the following matchings is FALSE according to the students’ answers above?

A) Emily- Autumn

B) Sophia- Winter

C) Albert- Summer

D) Jacop- Spring
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           PAUL

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the pictures above?

 A) Paul feels energetic and cheerful on stormy days.

 B) Paul feels moody on snowy days.

 C) Paul feels great on sunny days.

 D) Paul laughs on rainy days.

3.    Look at the pictures and answer the question.
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4.    According to the conversation above, which of the following is FALSE?

A) Kate and Michael feel sorry because they can’t go to a picnic on this weekend. 

B) Michael doesn’t feel good because  the weather is sunny on the weekend.

C) Kate doesn’t watch weather forecast on TV.

D) Michael and Kate don’t like rainy weathers.

Hey Kate. How are you?

Thanks Michael, I am great, you?

I don’t feel alright because I am 
watching the weather forecast.

The problem is the picnic is being
cancelled. It is rainy and cloudy on 

this weekend. We can’t go anywhere. I 
hate rainy days.

I don’t watch weather forecast. What 
is the problem?

See you later.

Oh, really? I don’t like rainy 
weathers, either. How about next 
weekend?

That will be great. See you then.

Michael

    Kate
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5.    Jack:  I don’t like ghost trains. I think they are terrifying. 
       Ted: - - - - - -. To me they are thrilling.

       Which of the following completes the conversation above?

       A) I don’t agree.
       B) I think it is dull.
       C) I agree.
       D) I hate ghost trains.

6.    Hi, I am Nelly. I like fun fairs a lot. My fother and I usually go to the fun fair at weekends. My favourite is 
       roller coaster. I think driving on the roller coaster is fantastic. 

       Which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?

       A) What does Nelly think about roller coasters?
       B) When does she usually g oto the fun fair?
       C) Who does she go to the fun fair with? 
       D) Where is the nearest fun fair?

7.    Alice: My brother and I usually drive bumper cars.
       Sally: There is a fun fair in my grandparents town every summer.
       Kevin: I hate ferris wheels. I think they are dull.
       Jeremy: My favourite activity is riding bike with  my friends in the park.

According to the conversation above who talks about his/her opinion about fun rides?

       A) Sally
       B) Kevin
       C) Alice
       D) Jeremy
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I live in İstanbul because it is my hometown.As 
everybody knows,it is a noisy and crowded city.You can see 

a lot of people and cars in the street.There is always traffic jam 
here.There are high buildings like skycrapers, too.Actually,I do 

not know how I feel in this big city.

I live in Datça because It is my ideal town. There 
is a peaceful nature here.Because it is a calm town, there is 

no noise and traffic jam.It is less noiser than İstanbul.I think it is 
better to live in Datça because it is a quiet place and it is not no-
isy. By the way,you can find lovely places here.I am so happy 

that I live in such a nice town.

Which of the following is NOT CORRECT according to the text above?

A) Tom is not sure about his feelings
B) Tom likes living in Istanbul because it is his hometown
C) Martin thinks it is a good idea to  live in Datça than in Istanbul
D) Martin thinks Datça is a good place to live in because it is a silent town and there is not noise 

Susan: Where do you live?
Marlene: Unfortunately I live in a big city.
Susan:  Why do you say ‘Unfortunately’?
Marlene: Because it is not easy to live in a big city,for example you can  wait in a - - - - - - - for a long 
               time and there is too much traffic.I mean there is- - - - - - 

    Which of the followings COMPLETE  the conversation above?

A) Line / traffic jam
B) Line /accidents
C) Queue / crowded
D)Queue / noisy

8.

9.
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 It is not a small city

 
 It is hot in summer  
and snowy in winter

The rate of people 
reading book is 
high

It is in the eastern 
Anatolia region

You can do rafting 
in here

The nature is 
relaxing and 
peaceful

WHICH CITY IS IT?

A)Van     B) Tunceli    C) Bitlis     D)Hakkari

10.
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    YAYIN KURULU
Emra ZORLU                 Ali Emiri Ortaokulu
Fatih ÇELİK                   Ş. Öğt. Nuriye Ak Ortaokulu
Hatice KAYA                  Hattat Hamid Aytaç OO.

1.  2.   3. C 4. A  5. C  6. D   7.  D  8. B   9.A   10. B 11. C 

My favourite country is Finnland.It is a small country 
in Northern Europe. There is no overpopulation in this 
country.The population is not more than six million.
It is famous for its sauna and there are many lakes in 
this beautiful country. The nature is greater and more 
relaxing.I think it is more beautiful than the other 
European countries because you feel happier and 
more peaceful so I love Finnland very much.To me it 
is the best!

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the paragraph above?

A) It is much bigger than the other European countries
B)There aren’t a lot of lakes in Finnland
C) There aren’t a lot of people living in this country
D) You feel sad because it is freezing and there is snow in winter in Finnland

11.


